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The purpose of this study was to evaluate electronic portal imaging (EPI) as a

means of identifying and correcting field displacement in patients with problem-

atic external beam radiotherapy setups. Fourteen patients with problematic setups

were identified for pretreatment daily EPI beam monitoring as part of a physician-

directed therapist intervention protocol. Pretreatment EPIs were used to realign

fields as necessary to bring the setup within the physician-prescribed tolerance

level. For comparison, daily EPIs were available for 12 control patients who had

no particular setup difficulties and for whom online beam realignment was not

made. Anatomy-matching software was used to measure setup variation along

medial-lateral, superior-inferior, and anterior-posterior axes. Online field realign-

ment yielded a significant (p = 0.001) improvement when comparing initial and

final setup variations. The mean standard deviation of setup displacement aver-

aged over three axes was reduced from 6.4 mm to 3.1 mm after realignment. The

final variation of protocol patients was comparable to that of control patients. In

conclusion, EPI provided effective means to perform online beam realignment in a

group of difficult-to-position patients. This procedure resulted in a reduction in

setup displacement that was statistically significant, clinically relevant, and ap-

proached that of a more typical patient group.

PACS number: 87.53.Oq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of radiotherapeutic treatment for cancer is to reliably provide optimal target coverage

and dose level to the tumor while minimizing the toxicity to normal organs. Improved radio-

therapy planning and treatment methods such as 3D conformal or intensity-modulated radiation

therapy will come closer to achieving this goal if the actual dose distribution approaches that of

the treatment plan. However, actual dose distribution may deviate from the treatment plan as a

result of systematic and random errors in patient positioning, as well as internal target dis-

placements. Increasing the accuracy of radiation dose delivery to the intended target should

improve the tumor control probability and reduce treatment-related morbidity.(1–8)

Pretreatment patient positioning constitutes one important element in determining treat-

ment accuracy. Currently, weekly port films are a standard method for assessing patient

positioning accuracy.(9) Numerous studies, however, reported significant errors in patient setup

and treatment delivery(10–17) that may not be recognized with the standard approach. Further-

more, it has been suggested that more frequent port imaging could improve setup accuracy and

thus improve clinical outcomes.(18,19)

The electronic portal imaging device (EPID) provides a possible means by which patient

setup accuracy could be more vigilantly monitored.(20,21) Using an EPID, online digital port
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images can be efficiently captured and analyzed before, or even during, every treatment ses-

sion. For patients who have no particular setup difficulties, this high level of monitoring may

be unnecessary. However, for a subset of radiotherapy patients who tend to have large random

setup variations, daily EPID online monitoring with online correction may result in significant

improvements in treatment accuracy(22) and an improved risk-benefit ratio. The purpose of the

present study was to evaluate the utility of the EPID to identify and correct pretreatment pa-

tient setup deviations from the intended target volume in patients with known setup difficulties.

To serve as a comparison measurement of daily setup variation, daily EPIs were taken for a

separate random group of patients having no particular setup difficulty. While this group was

imaged daily, no attempt to correct positional variation was made before or during that day’s

treatment. For this control group, setup accuracy was verified by the standard practice of phy-

sician review of weekly portal images.

Past studies that have used EPID-based online setup corrections to reduce random setup

uncertainty have tended to use relatively complex treatment protocols including full 3D matching,

combined modality imaging, and sophisticated algorithms for analysis. These protocols have

proven to be time-consuming and difficult to implement in practice.(23–26) The protocol in the

present study was designed to provide a simple and unobtrusive method of improving setup

accuracy in difficult-to-position patients. After the physician designed a patient-specific pre-

scription for tolerances of setup variation, therapists carried out the protocol, with minimal

physician involvement in the day-to-day setup monitoring and correction. These results are

compared to a control group who had no particular problems with positioning. This study

demonstrates that a simple, easily implemented therapist protocol can significantly reduce setup

variation in difficult-to-position patients.

II. METHODS

A. Protocol patients
Between September 1999 and January 2001, 14 consecutive patients treated with external beam

radiotherapy (RT) were enrolled in a physician-directed therapist intervention protocol be-

cause portal films of the field(s) repeatedly demonstrated clinically significant displacement of

the RT field position that results in unacceptable treatment reproducibility. The RT fields were

designed by conventional or CT-based simulation, and the localization coordinates were trans-

ferred to the linear accelerator. Patient positioning was performed by three-point laser alignment

of external (skin) reference points in standard fashion. Field verification by portal film image

or EPI was begun with the first treatment and was used to compare the position of bony ana-

tomical landmarks with their location on the simulation radiograph(s). Review of the initial

portal images disclosed clinically significant random RT beam displacements and uncertain-

ties in field alignment. This resulted in a situation where frequent portal imaging and field

realignment was required to reduce inaccuracies in field positioning. As a result, the daily

pretreatment EPI protocol was introduced in an attempt to improve the accuracy and consis-

tency of field positioning.

After identification of difficult-to-position patients, demographic and treatment-related data

were obtained to characterize this study population. Eleven patients were female, 3 were male,

and all but 1 was treated with curative intent. The median age was 73 years (mean 71; range

58–78). Two to four fields were treated with 6 MV or 18 MV photons using multileaf collima-

tion (12 patients) or Cerrobend (2 patients) to treat each field each day. The most common field

arrangement was 4 field (9 patients), whereas 2 patients were treated by opposed lateral fields

and 3 patients by other field arrangements (2–4 fields) to achieve a median dose of 50.4 Gy

(range 28.8–70.2 Gy) in 28 fractions (range 5–39). Further characteristics of the study cohort

are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 14 protocol patients

AJCC: American Joint Commission on Cancer

B. Treatment protocol
Once entered on protocol, each patient had individualized tolerances for setup variation pre-

scribed by the radiation oncologist. Factors influencing the magnitude of the physician-prescribed

tolerance for setup variation include field size, treatment site, target volume setup margin, and

perceived difficulty of patient setup. The tolerance for setup correction varied from 5 mm to 10

mm. Before each treatment, patients were immobilized using a site-specific device per clinic

routine and then aligned using the external reference points and the coordinate system of the

therapy unit. An anterior-posterior (AP) or lateral 6-MV photon EPI of the treatment field was

then obtained. Field displacement was measured by visual comparison of bony landmarks and

field edges in the EPI relative to the simulation radiograph with Varian PortalVision anatomy-

matching software tools on the EPID, or by visual comparison of bony landmarks and field

edges in the EPI relative to the simulation radiograph. If the pretreatment EPI revealed align-

ment inaccuracies in excess of physician-prescribed tolerances, the patient was repositioned,

and one or more additional EPIs were obtained to ensure that the field was aligned within the

predetermined specifications. Five hundred and sixty-seven EPIs were obtained during 239

treatment fractions, and displacements measured along two of the three mutually perpendicu-

lar axes were reported for each. Reported here are setup variations from the first EPI, representing

initial setup variation, and setup variations from the final pretreatment EPI before treatment

was administered, which is assumed to be the location of the field at treatment time.

Electronic portal images were acquired with either a liquid ion chamber EPID (Varian

PortalVision SLIC Mark II, Palo Alto, CA) or amorphous silicon EPID (Varian PortalVision

aS500, Palo Alto, CA). The surface of the detector element on the imager was positioned at 140
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cm from the source. Field-only, single-exposure EPIs were taken if adequate anatomical visu-

alization was present to facilitate analysis. If anatomic visualization was inadequate, a

double-exposure EPI was obtained.

C. Control patients
For comparison, EPIs were also obtained for 12 control patients treated between January 1999

and January 2001 who did not present particular setup difficulties. These patients were treated

with curative intent for localized (American Joint Committee on Cancer Stages I–III) carci-

noma of the prostate (10 patients) or rectum (2 patients). AP, posterior-anterior (PA), and right

and left lateral field-only images were acquired daily, but these images were not inspected

online, and online beam realignment was not performed. Nine hundred and fifty-three images

from 309 treatment fractions were recorded and analyzed for this group.

D. Method of analysis
After completion of RT, the simulation radiographs and the EPIs from both groups of patients

were transferred to a computer workstation for offline analysis in the present investigation. For

difficult-to-position patients, the EPID’s anatomy-matching software (Varian PortalVision 6.0)

was used to measure setup variation along the medial-lateral (ML) and superior-inferior (SI)

axes for AP views, and along the AP and SI axes for lateral views. The two-step process in-

cluded an automated initial match, followed by a visual and final edit of the match by the

therapists. In addition to setup variation, the number of EPIs taken was also recorded.

Statistical calculations were carried out using Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2; the calculations

were confirmed using the JMP 4.0.4 statistical package. The mean setup variation and the

standard deviation (SD) of the setup variation were determined in each direction for the initial

and final EPIs for each fraction. The mean was assumed to represent systematic variation,

while the SD was assumed to represent random variation. Statistically significant differences

between the mean variations and SDs were investigated using a two-tailed, paired Student’s t-

test. Furthermore, the possibility of a correlation between ML, SI, and AP setup variations in

the same patient on the same day was also investigated by plotting ML versus SI displacement,

SI versus AP displacement, and AP versus ML displacements. No such correlation was found

to exist; that is, the data points were found to vary independently (data not shown).

E. Reproducibility
To test the reproducibility of the field displacement measurements, four protocol patients were

selected (patients 2, 5, 6, and 12 from Table 2) for whom the same observer performed the

measurement process. Patients 2, 6, and 12 were selected because they were subjectively con-

sidered to be of average EPI-to-radiograph matching difficulty as primarily judged by field

size and the amount of anatomy visible. Patient 5 was subjectively considered to be the most

difficult of the protocol patients to match. The results from the first setup measurement were

not used in selecting these four patients.

III. RESULTS

A. Protocol patients
An average of 2.4 EPIs per treatment field (range 1–7) was  recorded in problematic setup

patients, with EPIs obtained on an average of 14.9 days (range 5–25). On average, beam re-

alignment was performed on 7.7 (52%) of those days. Figure 1 shows the frequency that

repositioning was required by the protocol for the difficult-to-position patient group. A median

of 134 MU (mean 155.7; range 28–380) in addition to the therapeutic dose (median 4820 MU)

was administered for the purpose of EPI in this protocol.
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Fig. 1. Frequency of repositioning. Bar graph shows the frequency of protocol patient repositioning based on EPID
monitoring. Nine of 14 (64%) of protocol patients required repositioning on greater than 40% of treatment days.

Table 2 shows the initial and final SD and maximum displacements in all relevant dimen-

sions for individual patients, as well as the percentage of days each patient was reimaged and

repositioned. The difference between the initial and final setup variations in problematic setup

patients was significant (p = 0.001). Indeed, the average SD of variation along the three axes in

problematic setup patients was reduced from 6.4 mm to 3.1 mm (p = 0.001) after realignment,

for a 52% reduction in the magnitude of the setup displacement. Over all patients, the SD of

displacement for ML was reduced from 6.9 mm to 3.0 mm (p = 0.001), from 5.9 mm to 2.8 mm

(p = 0.15) for SI, and from 6.5 mm to 3.9 mm (p = 0.10) for AP directions. Figures 2 and 3

illustrate graphically the reduction in positioning variation achieved.
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Table 2. Magnitude of field displacement in 14 protocol patients
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Fig. 2. Standard deviation of displacement (ML vs. SI). Graph shows the standard deviation (SD) of displacement in the
superior-inferior (SI) direction in relation to SD of displacement in the medial-lateral (ML) direction. The distance from
the origin to any given point represents the total random variation of setup displacement in the coronal plane for a single
patient. Squares = initial SD before correction; triangles = final SD after correction. The reduction in the magnitude of the
initial SD to the final SD after use of the protocol is evident.

Fig. 3. Standard deviation of displacement (AP vs. SI). Graph shows the standard deviation (SD) of displacement in the
superior-inferior (SI) direction in relation to SD of displacement in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction. The distance
from the origin to any given point represents the total random variation of setup displacement in the sagittal plane for a
single patient. Squares = initial SD before correction; triangles = final SD after correction. The reduction in the magnitude
of the initial SD to the final SD after use of the protocol is evident.
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Similarly, the change in maximum field displacement for ML (28.1 mm to 15.2 mm) was

also significantly reduced (p = 0.001). Maximum field displacement changes for SI (100.8 mm

to 17.0 mm) and AP (22.4 mm to 12.2 mm) were reduced markedly on the days with the

greatest setup error, and showed a trend toward reduction overall (p = 0.17 and p = 0.13,

respectively). Figures 4 and 5 show the extent to which maximum displacement was reduced

for each patient after the protocol was put in place.

Fig. 4. Maximum displacement (ML vs. SI). Graph shows the maximum displacement in the superior-inferior (SI) direc-
tion in relation to the maximum displacement in the medial-lateral (ML) direction. Squares = initial max displacement
before correction; triangles = final max displacement after correction. The reduction in the magnitude of the initial maxi-
mum displacement to the final maximum displacement after use of the protocol is evident. Patients with very large maximum
displacements initially are seen to benefit most dramatically from the protocol.

Fig. 5. Maximum displacement (AP vs. SI). Graph shows the maximum displacement in the superior-inferior (SI) direc-
tion in relation to the maximum displacement in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction. Squares = initial max displacement
before correction; triangles = final max displacement after correction. The reduction in the magnitude of the initial maxi-
mum displacement to the final maximum displacement after use of the protocol is evident. Patients with very large maximum
displacements initially are seen to benefit most dramatically from the protocol.
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The overall mean setup variation (a measure of systematic variation) was also calculated

and was found to be very small: 0.4 mm initially and 0.2 mm after use of the protocol.

The results presented in Table 2 illustrate a substantial difference in the benefit individual

patients received from the EPI interventional procedure. In Table 3, the problematic setup

group is divided into those who required beam realignment during more than 50% of treatment

days and those who had realignment less frequently or not at all. For frequently repositioned

patients, the SD of the setup variation, averaged over all three directions, was reduced from

8.53 mm to 3.52 mm (p < 0.02). For those repositioned in less than 50% of treatments, a more

modest but still significant reduction from 4.56 mm to 2.73 mm (p < 0.02) in the SD was

observed.

Table 3. Directional displacements for protocol and control patients, with protocol patients grouped according to
frequency of beam realignment

Mean values are listed in parentheses.

*Overall p value for SD reduction for entire group of patients

B. Control patients
For control patients, one portal image was obtained for every field every day, except in cases of

technological failure. As shown in Table 3, the SD of the setup variation in the ML direction

was 1.8 mm (maximum 7.5 mm), 1.7 mm (maximum 10.8 mm) in the SI direction, and 2.7 mm

(maximum 11.9 mm) in the AP direction. Overall, the average SD of the setup variation in all

directions for this group was 2.1 mm.

C. Reproducibility
For four of the patients identified as difficult to set up, the matching process was repeated by

the same observer at a later time, and the two sets of data were compared. The average of the

absolute difference between the first and second measurement trial was 0.9 mm. The results

are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Measurement reproducibility in select protocol patients

IV. DISCUSSION

Significant setup displacements in radiotherapy patients have been observed in numerous stud-

ies.(8,11–15,26–30) Results of these studies have shown that up to 50% of initial fields are in error

and in need of correction. The existence of these setup displacements requires that radiation

oncologists add a margin around the desired target in order to be certain that the entire target

receives the prescribed dose. The addition of these margins, however, increases the likelihood

that normal tissue will be affected by high radiation doses, thus increasing the morbidity rate

associated with the treatment (see, for example, Ref. 1).

The use of an online EPID to identify and correct setup displacements before administration

of the full RT dose has been investigated as a possible means of increasing tumor control and

reducing treatment-related morbidity.(10,22,25,26,31–35) These studies have shown significant im-

provements in the accuracy of patient positioning. However, daily online EPID imaging is not

used in many treatment centers, primarily due to the perceived complexity and time-intensive

nature of their use.

In the present study, patients with setup difficulties were identified for frequent EPID-based,

online monitoring of beam alignment. These patients were placed on a physician-prescribed

therapist-intervention protocol that was carried out before each treatment session. The protocol

was designed to be as simple and easy-to-implement as possible. For the 14 problematic setup

patients in this study, online EPID monitoring demonstrated clinically significant setup dis-

placements in which beam realignment occurred on over 50% of treatment days. This finding
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is higher than that observed on most previous studies, but is explained by the fact that the

protocol patients were selected on the basis of difficulties encountered early in the treatment

course.

In the group of problematic setup patients, it is noteworthy that the mean SD of the initial

setup displacement (i.e., random error) was reduced by over 50% after EPI identification and

field realignment. The reduction in the mean SD along all three axes from 6.4 mm to 3.1 mm

was highly significant (p = 0.001). Comparing these results with other studies, we find only

one other study where patients were selected for EPID monitoring on the basis of perceived

setup difficulty.(22) In this report of one obese patient treated with pelvic irradiation, the SD of

the setup displacement was reduced from 7.9 mm at initial setup to 4.7 mm after correction.

Other studies that did not select patients on the basis of setup difficulty showed smaller but still

remarkable reductions in random variation. For 14 pelvic irradiation patients with EPIs of AP

fields only, Stroom et al.(35) reported a reduction in mean SD from 2.3 mm to 1.6 mm in the

lateral direction and from 3.0 mm to 1.8 mm in the SI direction. For 16 patients receiving

thoracic irradiation and EPIs for AP fields only, Van de Steene et al.(25) reported a comparable

reduction in mean SD from 2.7 mm to 1.5 mm in the lateral direction and from 3.5 mm to 1.2

mm in the SI direction. While the selection threshold and action level differ somewhat for all

these studies, a pattern emerges that demonstrates the feasibility of selecting patients who will

gain substantial benefit from EPID-based treatment monitoring and field correction.

The present study also differs from prior studies in that we also evaluated field malalignments

in a (control) group of patients without field reproducibility problems. When the setup dis-

placement after online correction in protocol patients is compared with the setup displacement

of the control group, it can be seen that the displacement in protocol patients approached that

of the control patients; that is, we achieved a degree of field alignment accuracy that is accept-

able by current standards. The final mean SD of the setup displacement in all directions for

protocol patients was reduced to 3.1 mm (Table 2), as compared to a mean SD of 2.1 mm in the

control group. While this difference remained statistically significant (p = 0.001), the repro-

ducibility studies described above indicate that a 1-mm difference may be too small to be

clinically meaningful.

The reduction in setup displacement was even greater in the subgroup of protocol patients

who required more frequent beam realignment (>50% of treatments). For this subgroup, the

mean SD of setup displacement was reduced from 8.5 mm to 3.5 mm (p < 0.02). In particular,

online EPID monitoring proved especially useful in detecting and correcting occasional large

setup displacements, some as great as 10 mm to 100 mm. Although therapeutic outcome-based

studies would be necessary, improvements in setup accuracy of this nature would be apt to

beneficially affect clinical outcomes. In addition, further research into identification of sub-

groups of patients who are most likely to benefit from EPID online monitoring may allow

earlier identification and implementation of online EPI monitoring for these patients.

Although observations from the present study fulfilled our principal objective to determine

the clinical feasibility of using an EPID to improve the accuracy of RT administration, this

study was not designed to address other important issues. In particular, the protocol did not

specify precise tolerance levels for field alignment because this was at the discretion of the

individual radiation oncologist, so we were not able to determine what level of accuracy is

attainable with this approach and whether precision is a function of specific parameters (e.g.,

treatment location and field arrangement). In addition, we did not compare use of the EPID

with portal film procedures to achieve the same objective, and we cannot quantitatively state

whether use of the EPID was a time-efficient means of accomplishing this task. However, the

results of our study lend credence to efforts to address these questions in a series of clinical

research efforts to improve the outcomes associated with radiotherapeutic care.
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V. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrates the feasibility of implementing an EPID-based protocol to improve

field alignment in an active radiotherapy practice. The procedure outlined in this report re-

sulted in a reduction in the average SD of setup variation in patients who are difficult to position

for radiotherapy to levels that approached those of a control group with no particular setup

problems. While pretherapy positioning was not improved for each individual patient from

whom this protocol was employed, certain patients had greatly improved positioning as a re-

sult of this protocol.
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